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ShowtímeontheGmttal Coast
Dan Watson
MUSTANt; DAILY

or many years, life has
talked
to
Laul
Lichtman.
Life told him to put the law
book down. It told him to get
fired. It mistakenly made him an
actor, even without any prior
experience.
And it led this self-pro
claimed “free-spirit” with a
unique belief in destiny to a
successful 35-year career in
show business as an actor, writer
and producer.
Lichtman is the type of guy
that might .strike up a “show
biz” conversation with a sixyear-old, a dog or even a tree. It
consumes him.
His eyes light up, his arms
begin to flail with a Broadway
flair and he starts to explain
everything from acting tech
niques and proper movie script
structures to his R*al expertise,
financing films.
He wears the suit of an
investment banker, but has the
kind look of a neighbor. He lis
tens
with
a
calculated
demeanor, but talks with the
flamboyancy of an actor — his
stories are packed with famous
personalities, from the time he
gave actor Dustin Hofhuan one
of his first jobs to the time
David GefFen showed him the
ropes.
During a conversation, he
turns a frappuccino into a prop,
transforms Splash Cafe into a
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I f you haven’t
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you should
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on the rise
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Education dean
heads education
review in IGiwait
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Paul Lichtman, right, and wife Terry, left, combine for more than 60 years of experience in the
movie industry. Paul poses next to his platinum award for producing Transylvania 6-5000.
movie set and makes both him
self and his interviewer actors.
Lichtman wants to show others
his achievements are attainable
and that working in the movie
business is “truly a dream.”
His story is inspiring, with
enough twists and turns to con
vince others, as he believes, that
it was the only way it could have
happened.

Hollywood. His dad wasn’t a
famous actor. In fact, up until
age 27, he had never read, writ
ten or produced a line on a
script.
Instead, he was unhappily
trudging through law school at
Columbia.
“Law school graduates you as
an expert of nothing,” Lichtman
explained. “I really didn’t plan
anything. I knew what I didn’t
want to do, I didn’t want to
Law and disorder
Lichtman wasn’t born in practice law.”

After a fellowship with the
International Bureau of Fiscal
Documentation and stint with
Mobil Oil Co., Lichtman was
“lured away” by the Singer Co.
But it was another dead end.
• He described his ex-boss in pre
dictable movie fashion.
“He became Mr. Hyde from
‘Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,’
Lichtman said in reference to
the 1931 film about a doctor
see Lichtman, page 2

Universities abroad have begun to look to the
western educational system to set international
standards of education.
Bonnie Konopak, dean ofC]al Poly’s C'ollege
of Education and an expert in accreditation in the
United States, recently traveled to one such uni
versity in Kuwait to evaluate whether the univer
sity was ready to begin the process of attaining
international recognition.
“I was asked to go to
Kuwait (University) and
look at their programs,”
Konopak
said. “They
haven’t really started (the
^
international recognition)
process yet. I went there to
see whether they're ready to
start this process. To see
what policies and planning
have been done and what Bonnie Konopak
they still need to do before
they can officially go thmugh the a-cognition
process.
“It’s kind of a consulting type of visit to see
where they are,” she added. “We want them to be
successful as they go through the process, so we
need to see if they are ready to get stirted to go
through the process yet.”
According to Konopak, Kuwait University is
“making gtxid progress” and is only “a year or
two.” away from beginning the international
recognition process. International recognition is a
process similar to the accreditation process
United States universities must follow.
“Here in the U.S. we have an accreditation
pRKes.ses,” Konopak said. “There’s a national
see Kuwait, page 2

Graphic professionals celebrate
International Printing \^i^ek
ÍX
Liz Soteros-McNamara
MUSTANC; DAIIY

The graphic communication department is
celebrating International Printing Week by fea
turing professional speakers from all over the
globe.The week includes a dedication ceR'tnony
of new printing equipment.
The international celebration commemorates
the birthday of Benjamin Franklin. This year
marks the 3<M)th anniversary of Franklin’s birth
on Jan. 17, 1706.
Graphic industry speakers gave presentations
to students about new developments in printing
technology as well as the latest encryption tech
niques. Students attended lectures free of charge.
Department chair Harvey Levenson said the
lectures are “a present for our students."
Professionals from international companies
known outside the print world such as Xerox

and Eastman Kodak, as well as companies spe
cializing in printing like (»oss and Heidelberg,
gave lectures.
Lecture series topics included technology and
management involved in printing, imaging, pack
aging and Web development.
Speakers explained new technology in print
ing,
including
the
Radio
Frequency
Identification Device (RFID), a wireless tracking
device used to locate packages, used by shipping
companies. C"al Poly has the ability to print labels
with RFID, Levenson said.
Ron Selvey, a Cal Poly (irC, alumnus and
(iovernment
Printing
C^fTice employee,
explained that RFID technology allows encryp
tion specialists to embed signatures and personal
photos into documents like passports to aid in
the battle against forgery.
see Printing, page 2
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Harv)’ larvenson, graphic communication department chair, thanks a Hewlett Packard
representative for the donation of an HP Indigo .1050 digital press.
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Kuwait
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organization called the National C'ouncil for the
Accreditation of Teacher Education, plus each
state has its own accreditation. National accred
itation in California is voluntary, ('al Poly is
working towards national accreditation, and
should go up for it in a couple of years.”
Foreign universities don’t always have a high
national standard of education to look to, so
more universities are beginning to look at inter
national standards.
“Internationally, they don’t have a process like
that,” Konopak said.“For example, universities in
the Middle East have standards in their own
country, but they don’t have international stan
dards, something that looks beyond their own
country’s standards. Many universities are mov
ing in that direction ... they want to look to
broader, more globalized standards. In some
areas, they look to the U.S. for those standards.”
Konopak was chosen to travel to Kuwait
because of her involvement on the board of
examiners for a national education group.
“Several of us have been asked to work with
this new agency in Washington D.C. that spon
sors all these international visits,” she said. “It’s
called the Center for Quality Assurance in
International Education ... what a university
like Kuwait University does is contact this cen
ter for quality assurance in Washington D.C. and
say they’re interested in undergoing this interna
tional process. They’ve agreed they’re going to
meet all the standards that are set up and that
they’ll bring in reviewers that will look at their
programs and see if they’a* meeting these stan
dards or not.”
According to a Cal Poly press release,
Konopak performed a similar evaluation at
Zayed University in the United Arab Emirates
in 2(H)3.
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Students attended the lectures instead of
going to regularly scheduled classes and had
a variety of opinions on their favorite lec
tures so far.
“The cutting edge technology lecture was
the most interesting,” said Ashley Whelan, a
graphic communication senior.
“I really liked the speaker from Central
Coast Magazine,” said John Kosas, a graphic
communication senior.“ I did not know that
magazines have to be ready to print every 20
days.”
“The freelance graphic design seminar
was honest about what to expect in the
industry. You’re not going to be a millionaire

Lichtman
c ontin ue d fro m page 1

that turns into the evil Mr. Hyde after drink
ing a potion.
Throughout his life, Lichtman has let his
free spirit and “the universe” lead him.
When his boss at Singer told him he had
to be at work at 9 a.m. everyday — often
impossible due to the train schedule — he
continued to show up late until his boss
“went postal” and fired him.
Lifhtman walked straight out of the build
ing and never returned to his office.
It was at that stage in life that this jobless,
27-year-old disgruntled soul would find his
purpose.
“The universe reached down,” he says
with a happy kick in his voice, “and got me
into show business.”

straight out of college,” said Jessica
Greenwalt, a graphic communications
Junior. Greenwalt said she enjoys her major
and looks forward to the industry, despite
any financial setbacks.
The graphic communications department
dedicated all of the new digital printers that
the department received last year in a cere
mony on Wednesday to Hewlett Packard
and Xerox, who donated the digital printers.
The printers were dedicated specifically
during International Print Week to com
memorate the event at Cal Poly.
Hewlett Packard’s sales development and
marketing representative, Pete Vorenkamp
said that it’s “critical to be involved with
education and the next leaders.”
Vorenkamp said that the donation of the

printer represents a partnership and an
investment for Hewlett Packard.
“If you guys learn our technology you
will be comfortable with our workforce and
you will be more efficient,” James Huggins,
a Xerox sales director, said.
Students understand that concept as well.
“If students are familiar with particular
companies they will use them in the future,”
said Cece Chen, a graphic communications
junior.
The department also plans to dedicate a
memorial endowment to honor Terry liell,a
former Atascadero resident and industry
professional.
The week wraps up with a career day on
Jan. 20 for students interested in a career in
graphic communication.

woman he’d often befriend after a hard day
at work. Her father knew the head of the
actor’s union, who created a position for the
down-and-out, yet talented young lawyer.
“You never know who you’re going to
meet and why you’re going to meet them,”
Lichtman said. “You meet the same people
going up as you meet going down.”
At Ashley Famous Agency, Lichtman met
plenty of people on their way up. He’d learn
to read agreements from a younger David
GefTen — the now self-made billionaire and
founder of GefTen Records — negotiated
contracts for actors Burt Lancaster, Kurt
Douglas and Flip Wilson and optioned off a
number of Broadway shows.
He married in July of 1970, but returned
from the honeymoon only to be immediate
ly transferred to California.
Life had another twist for Lichtman, who
by January of 1971 would again be without
a job.

It’s a strange paradox, Lichtman’s life phi
losophy. Taxes are anal he says, dentistry is
boring and planning his life has been, for the
most part, unnecessary — yet, he has made a
career of pinpoint accuracy as a producer of
financial planning for the movie business.
“1 believe that life talks to you. I’ve always
lived my life that way. Things open up and
close,” Lichtman said. “I’ve never been able to
plan what’s going on in five years or 10 years.
Basically, things came up by accident.”
Due to an economical dow'nturn in
California. 50 percent of the employees at
Ashley Famous Agency were let gt), including
Lichtman.
His wife, Terry Lichtman — an agent as
fanatical about the movie business as him —
encouraged him to write.
His spec comedy script landed in filmmak
er Garry Marshall’s lap (“Fretty Woman,”
“Murphy Brown,”“A League ofTheir Own”).
Marshall was currently producing The Odd

Getting started
In Lichtman’s apartment, there was a Into the pictures

see Lichtman, page 7
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W H O SAID THAT?
It you are distressed by anything external, the pain is not due
to the thing itself, but to your estimate o f it; and this yc)u have
the power to revoke at any m om ent.
— Marcus Aurelius A ntoninus (121 A l) - 180 AD)

Favorites
Color; Blue
Article of clothing Boxers, Because I
go everywhere in rheni
Movie: “Men in Black”

„ T h e

Face

of

If You Could ...
— be any cartoon character which
would you be and why?
Bart Simpson, because he doesn't
care but he gets his point across.

The world is a tragedy to those w ho feel, but a com edy to
those w ho think.
— H orace Walpole

W o r d ly
W is e

Either/or...
Summer or winter: Winter
Blondes or brunettes: Blondes tease
but brunettes please
Coke or Pepsi: (^oke
Boxers or briefs: Yes

pallor: To be pale;
lack o f color; unnatural
paleness, as o f the face.

Other
Shout out: “To all the larkies and
the 2-hundo crew.”

B R E A K IN G N E W S
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Cal Poly
Name: lorn Savage • Year: sophomore
Hom etown: Placerville • M ajor: landscape architecture
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POKER CHAMPIONSHIP

IM FLAG FOOTBALL
TOURNAMENT

IM WHIFFLEBALL
TOURNAMENT

14

15

24

FREE VALENTINE’S
DAY FITNESS
CLASSES

IM BOWLING
TOURNAMENT

IM TABLE TENNIS
TOURNAMENT

2
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DUSK ’TILL DAWN

FIND OUT MORE!
V IS IT OUR W E B S ITE
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Email PromoQBatBuo.com for datalla on our 25% dapotit bonus

IM KiCKBALL
TOURNAMENT

10

M ARCH

1- 866 - 775-1791

29
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FEBRUARY.

THE SAFEST WAY TO BET ONLINE.

What is your one true goal in life?
lo not be rich and to not be poor,
but be well-off with a family.

asi recreational sports

973 E. FOOTHILL BLVD. SLO

BetBug.com

phrase:

W IN TE R 2 0 0 6
EV EN TS

$ 10.00 MAN’S CUT
$ 25.00 WOMAN’S CUT

MONDAY - FRIDAY 10:00 TO 7:00
SATURDAY 10:00 TO 5:00

Most
over-used
“Anvwhooooo”

ASI w ill be every s tu d e n t’ s connection
to th e u ltim a te college e xp erien ce.

IM DODGEBALL
TOURNAMENT

REGISTER FOR THESE EVENTS USING

on n ect
connect.asi.CRipoly.Rdu
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State briefs
SA CRA M EN TO (AP) — A
C^Uifornia National (iuard bat
talion returned home after 17
months in Iraq.
The
Modesto-hased
1st
Battalion.
lS4th
Infantry
Kegiment saw some of the heav
iest aetion of the war. About HKI
members were injured and 17
killed.
• • •
SAN LUIS o m s p o (AP)
An estimated
eyeling fans
are expected
descend on the
city for the Tour of C^ahfornia
bicycle race on the eve of the
annual Mardi (iras festivities,
another big tourist draw that has
a rowdy past.
The city is extending a hearty
welcome to fans of the Los
Angeles-to-San Francisco bike
race Tour of Oilifornia, but Mardi
(iras revelers are getting a ditTerent message — stay away.
The bike race hits town Feb. 23
and Feb. 24, the Thursday and
Friday before the Mardi Ciras’ big
night on Saturday.
• • •
G A RD EN GROVE (AP) —
An I 1th-grader was arrested after
he allegedly downloaded an aeri
al photisgraph of Garden (irove
High School and marked it
“bomb destination.”
The 17-year-old student showed
the photo to friends on Frid.iy
night and rumors tif a bomb threat
circulated during the three-d.iy
.Martin 1 uther King |r. holid.iy,
police I t. .Mike 1laiulfield said.
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Couple sentenced to prison in chili finger case
Kim Curtis
ASSOCIAI 1.1) I’KISS
SAN JOSE — A couple who
plantec.1 a severetl finger in ,i bowl of
Wendy's chili in a scheme to extort
money from the fast-food chain were
sentenced Vt'ednesd.iy to prison terms
of at least nine years.
Anna Ayala, 4<t, who said she bit
into the digit, was sentenced to
nine years. Her husband, Jaime
Blascencia, 44, who obtained the
finger from a co-worker who lost it
in a workplace accident, was sen
tenced to more than 12 years.
“Greed and avarice overtook this
couple,” said Superior (xnirt Judge
Edward Davila, adding that the pair
had “lost their moral compass.”
The two pleaded guilty in
September to conspiracy to file a
false insurance claim and attempted
grand theft with damages exceed
ing S2.5 million.
In a tearful plea for leniency,
Ayala apologized to the courtroom
gallery and said the scheme w'as “a
moment of poor Judgment.”
She said she retched March 22
after biting into the fingertip while
dining with her family at a Wendy’s
in San Jose.
Forensic tests later showed Ayala
never chomped down on the finger,
but she described the incident to
television news crews.
“There's no words to describe
what 1 felt. It's sick, it's disgusting.”
she said in a clip played before sen
tencing. “Just knowing there was a
human remain in my mouth is tear
ing me apart inside.”

e r J o b

Animals not
mistreated at
Jacksons
ranch
ASSOCIAIN) 1‘IU.SS

A.S.SO(:i.AI 1.1) I’RI SS
Anna Ayala, 41, is escorted into a Santa Clara County Superior Court
in San Jose on Wednesday for a sentencing hearing.
Although authorities suspected a
hoax — in part because the finger
was not cooked — word of the stom
ach-turning find quickly spread
around the world.The Dublin, Ohiobased fast food chain claimed it lost
S2..S million in sales because of the
bad publicity, and dozens of workers
at
the
company’s
Northern
C'alifornia franchises were laid otF.
Denny Lynch, Wendy’s senior
vice president, asked the judge to
send a message that "consumer fraud
is a serious crime that demands a
severe penalty.”
The sentencing followed a ‘XIiihnute hearing in which several
Wendy's employees testified, includ
ing the man w ho made the chili and
the cashier who helped .Ayal.i on the

day she made the claim.
“I felt so bad for the fear of what
people would think of me,” said
Flector Pineda, who made the chili
and initially came under suspicion.
“We are the ones that have sutEered.”
No Wendy’s employee was missing
a digit at the San Jose restaurant, and
no chili suppliers reported finger
injuries at their plants.
In April, Ayala was arrested at her
suburban
las
Vegas
home.
Investigators found a pattern of legal
claims she brought against businesses
in her name or for her children.
A lengnln search for the finger's
owner eventually pointed to one of
Blascencia’s co-workers, w ho lost it in
an accident at the p.iving compam
w here they workeil, police s.iitl.

LOS OI.IVOS — Animals are
not being mistreated at Michael
Jackson's Neverland Ranch, feder
al otFicials have concluded.
The U.S. Department of
Agriculture sent an inspector to
the 2,()(Kl-acre ranch in ('entral
('alifornia last month in response
to a complaint from People for
the
Ethical Treatment
of
Animals. PETA based its com
plaint on European tabloid
reports that animals are being
kept in substandard conditions.
“ I’m unaware of any viola
tions of the Animal Welfare Act
at Neverland,” Darby Hollad.iy, a
spokesman with the USDA in
Washington, 1).(k, said Tuesday.
Brian Oxman, a lawyer for
Jackson, welcomed the USDA’s
determination.
"T hat’s very nice and we
appreciate it,” he said.
Lisa Wathne, PETA’s captive
exotic animals specialist, said the
group did not try to ctinfirm the
tabloid reports before making its
complaint.
“ Because Neverland is not
open to the public, it's very ditFicult to get information .ibout the
place,” she saisl.
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Thursday, January 26, 2006
9:30 am to 2:30 pm
in the Rec Center

Career Positions
Co-ops
Internships
Sum m er Jobs
Explore your options!
^ n te/ta/n m e'K ^

For the complete list of companies and job
descriptions, logon to my.calpoly.edu, click on
Mustang Jobs and look under Events.,

• Student Discounts
• Free Wireless Inlernet
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C areer Services

THE
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BEAN

• Breakfast
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• Dinner
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U.S. moves
against Syria’s
intelligence
chief

Supreme Court dodges abortion ruling

N ational
briefs

Gina Holland
\SS()( ISTEI) I'UI SS

NEW YORK (AP) — Wind
gusting up to
mph wreaked
havoc tor coniinuters across the
Northeast on Wednesday, blowing
debris across railroad tracks, over
turning tractor-trailers and making
for choppy ferry rides.
More than 275,000 homes and
businesses across the region lost
power, and several airports report
ed morning delays of an hour or
more.
The wind was blamed for at
least one death, a 52-year-old man,
according to Sound Shore
Hospital spokesman Sal Schiliro in
New Rochelle.
M O R G A N TO W N , W.Va.
(AP) —i Sago Mine survivor
Randal McGloy Jr. is breathing on
his own and appears to be coming
out of his coma, more than two
weeks after a mine explosion that
led to the deaths of 12 other min
ers, doctors said Wednesday. “With
great hope we announce that
Randy McCloy is awakening fixim
his coma,” said Dr. Julian Bailes, a
neurosurgeon at West Virginia
University’s Ruby Memorial
Hospital.
• • •
SPRINGFIELD, Mass. (AP)
— A comatose girl beaten with a
baseball bat is responding to med
ical
stimuli,
officials
said
Wednesday,
a
day
after
Massachusetts’ highest court ruled
the state could take her off life sup
port.
The state, which has custody,
had asked that Haleigh Poutre’s
ventilator and feeding tube be
withdrawn.

W ASHINGTON
—
The
Supreme
(Tnirt
gave
New
Hampshire a chance to salvage its
restrictions
on
abortion
Wednesday, sidestepping for now
an emotional subject that is likely
to be revisited when a new justice
joins the court.
New Hampshire’s victory may
be short-lived because the justices
ordered a lower court to consider
how to fix problems with the 2003
law rec]uiring a parent to be told
before a minor daughter ends her
pregnancy.
The 9-0 decision reaffirmed that
states can require parental involve
ment in abortion decisions and
that state restrictions must have an
exception to protect the mother’s
health. It also gave states new
ammunition in defending restric
tions on the procedure.
Justice Sandra Day O ’Connor
wrote the decision, most likely the
final one of her 24-year career.
O ’Connor, a key swing voter at
the court on abortion rights, capi
tal punishment and other issues, is
retiring and will step down soon if
the Senate confirms nominee
Samuel Alito.
The ruling broke little new
ground. However, justices said that
lower courts in addressing flaws in
abortion laws do not have to take
the “most blunt remedy,” striking
down an entire law. Instead, the
justices said that other “modest”
options are available.
“ In the case that is before us ...
the lower courts need not have
invalidated the law wholesale,”

O ’C'onnor wrote. “Only a few
applications of New Hampshire’s
parental notification statute would
present a constitutional problem.”
New Hampshire is one of 44
states that require parental notice
or permission before abortions on
minors. The law, which says abor
tion providers must notify at least
one parent 48 hours before per
forming an abortion on a minor,
had been challenged by abortion
clinics.
The Supreme Court agreed that
the state law could make it too
hard for some minors to get an
abortion, because there is no spe
cial accommodation for someone
who has a medical emergency.
Minnesota,
Missouri,
and
Wyoming have abortion laws with
a similar problem, O ’Connor said.
The case returns to the 1st U.S.
Circuit C ourt o f Appeals in
Boston, which had ruled that the
law was unconstitutional.
Civil rights groups predicted
that the appeals court would again
strike down the law.
“ It tells politicians that they
must include protections for
women’s health and safety when
they pass abortion laws,” said
Jennifer Dalven, an attorney with
the American Civil Liberties
Union.
Douglas Kmiec, a constitutional
law professor at Pepperdine
University, said “the state interest
in limiting abortion received
something significant” in the rul
ing. He predicted that courts will
be less likely to block entire abor
tion laws in the future.
New Chief Justice John Roberts
had recommended the narrow res

olution when the court heard
arguments on Nov. 30. As the
court’s leader, he assigned the
opinion to 0 ’(.T)imor to write.
“We do not revisit our abortion
precedents today,” O ’CAinnor
wrote in the opening t)f the deci
sion, the court’s first abortion rul
ing since 2000.
In that 2(i00 case. O ’C'onnor
was the fifth vote to throw out a
Nebraska law banning a type of
late-term abortion, because the
law did not have an exception to
protect the mother’s health.
David Garrow, a Supreme Court
historian at Cambridge University,
said he was surprised the court
“would choose to resolve this case
in a way that may unintentionally
have the effect of increasing the
amount o f future abortion litiga
tion.”
O ’C onnor’s departure could
leave the court deadlocked on how
far states can go in limiting abor
tion, although there are five other
justices who would vote to uphold
Roe V. Wade.
Alito was questioned extensively
last week during his Senate confir
mation hearing about his views on
abortion, including the 1973 Roe
V . Wade ruling that declared abor
tion a fundamental constitutional
right. He steadfastly refused to
agree with assertions by Democrats
that Roe v. Wade was “settled law.”
Another major case awaiting
justices is the Bush administration’s
appeal o f a lower court ruling that
struck down a federal ban on a
late-term procedure that critics
call “partial birth” abortion. The
federal law has no health excep
tion.

Jeannine Aversa
ASSOl lATED I'KESS
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush
administration
acted
Wedtiesday to financially clamp
down on Syria’s military intelli
gence chief, Assef Shawkat.
The Treasury
Department
ordered U.S. banks to block any
assets found in the United States
belonging to Shawkat. Americans
also are barred from doing busi
ness with him.
The department alleged that
Shawkat has played a role in fur
thering Syria’s “support for terror
ism and interference in the sover
eignty o f Lebanon.”
“Syria continues to be out of
step with the direction the rest of
the Middle East is headed,” White
House press secretary Scott
McClellan said. “Today’s action is
a significant signal that those like
Mr. Shawkat who support Syrian
terrorism will be held to
account.”
It marked the United States’
latest action to turn up the heat
on Syria.
In June, the department moved
to block the assets of Syria’s inte
rior minister, Ghazi Kanaan, and
its chief of military intelligence
for Lebanon, Rustum Ghazali.
The power for the department
to take the action stems from a
May, 11, 2(M)4, executive order by
President Bush.

The only thing more powerful than our systems?
Your imagination.
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Visit our Career Fair Booth on Jan. 26, 2006
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B o o k c a u s e s a m illio n
little w h in e r s
Jeremy Patterson
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Fin old enough to drink, seriously
V ELV ET RO PE

■’ll admit it, I’m for
ge till 1.

' md\

DRIVER LICENSE

for one member of the
group,
if everyone doesn’t
Tonya Strickland
I’ve misplaced my car
prove to be at least 21Journalism sanior
keys within 20 minutes of
years-old.
Newbury Parli / \Ca.
a midterm and have left
My roommate’s beer on
my glasses on the bath
the conveyor belt was unre
room sink only to bitterly
lated to my innocent pur
realize it as I’m driving on
chase of peach oatmeal and
GE 21 JN 2005
the freeway and can’t quite
toilet paper. However, since
make out tratl'ic signs.
we were splitting the bill
Nothing is more annoy
and standing next to each
ing, however, than when 1
other the relation was clear: 1
because my stupid ID isn’t in my
forget my ID in an attempt to pur
was in a group purchasing alcohol.
wallet. If it wasn’t an inanimate
chase alcohol. It’s shameful really,
Surprised but understanding, 1 took
knowing 1 have the proof to finally object it would be laughing at me
out my wallet to show my 11) to
— 1 know it.
walk into a store and come out
allow us to be on our merry way,
Local clerks at grocery stores and
with a six-pack of Hefeweizen as a
but 1 was shocked to find that my
bars are steadfast in practicing strict
respectable of-age adult, but can’t
11) wasn’t there.
alcohol purchasing policies, such as
because I’m not prepared.
Needless to say, we left
“Anyone who looks like they are
Verifiable 21-year-olds don’t
Food4Less empty-handed.
have a chance in this town without under 35 will be carded” or
C'ustomer forgetfulness isn’t the
“Everyone in the group must show fault of store clerks by any means,
that piece of plastic.
lIV’They are unforgiving when 1
After all those adolescent years
as underage drinking is a significant
of sneaking around my best friend’s scramble to find my 11), promising
issue in a college town — 1 under
kitchen, scrounging up margarita
them that 1 had it a second ago.
stand that. What 1 don’t understand
mix and liquor from her dad’s
1 can still hear the grocer’s firm
is why 1 continue to find myself in
“secret” cabinet and wincing as we rejection at San Luis Obispo’s Food these predicaments. Unless 1 can
sipped our makeshift bar drinks on 4 Less last year. It's their store poli find a reminder method just short
her linoleum floor at ^ a.m., 1 still
cy to deny an entire group of cusof stapling my 11) to my arm, 1
can’t purchase a classier drink
ttimers their purch.ise of alcohol.
suppose I’ll h.ive to live and learn.
A1234567
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POMONA, C’alif — Legions
of Oprah Winfrev’s fans rushed to
bookstores when she announced
“A Million Little Iheces” as the
newest must-read for her book
club.
The tale, marketed as non-fiction,
has recently enraged readers and
sparked two class action lawsuits cit
ing fabrication and embellishment.
Internet publication
TheSmokingCiiin.com published
findings fmm police reports and
interviews on Jan. 8 scrutinizing
author James Frey’s claim that he
was blamed for the deaths of two
girls.
Such claims were counteR*d by
the parents of one of the girls who
said they never even knew of Frey.
Other possible embellishments
include a root canal without anes
thesia and a fist-fight with a priest in
Europe while evading bail.
Originally written as fiction, Frey
had ditficulry selling the manuscript
to publishers. After cutting out “fic
tional” segments and a few Rewrites,
Fa*y sold it .»s a memoir with a
$50,(KM) advance.
I was under the impressitin that
b(K>ks should be entertaining. A
sensational stor\’ is what niakc*s it
worth reading.
What pain have Raders endiireil

by Frey’s “deception?”
His story has inspired addicts to
overcome their habit. Sobriety
must be such a horrible thing.
Buyers of “A Million Little
Fieces” are demanding a refund on
their purchase’.You can’t expect
money back on something you
read!
We have all been to movies that
were awful but have never asked
for compensation on our bad
e.xperience.
Oprah has stuck by her decision
that the book is still a great read
and has a compelling narrative.
Luckily for Frey, he has still
retained the audience that hangs
onto Oprah’s every word.
We read novels and watch televi
sion that are wholly fabricated and
w'c have always been C3K with that.
In the end, we don’t feel we have
been lied to or deceived. We have
either seen a gR*at story or not.
Memoirs are also based on per
ception. This is how pR‘y saw his
life. Yes, th c R * may have been exag
geration but more tlian one person
will see a situation dilferent ways.
Spare me the argument that
you’ve been bamboozled.
The only people that have been
affected by the situation would he
the paR'iits. If he cannot he tied to
the deaths of the two girls then he
shouldn’t cash in on the families
tragedy. The family deserves dam
ages, nobody else does.

UU G A LLER Y P R ES EN TS

LOW TO NO COST
BIRTH CONTROL
STI screening and treatment
Pap and cancer screening
Minor urgent care
Free birth control pills
Free Condoms
Emergency Contraception
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Add to your

CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB
membership by January 31, 2006
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$50 scholarships
If you spend money on campus, save
yourself the hassle of cash and checks
by using CAMPUS EXPRESS CLUB. It's
already encoded on your PolyCard. For
more information or to add value, check
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Lichtman
continued from page 2

Couple television series.
“Gary calls me up and says to me
‘You’re a funny writer. Come in, I
want to talk to you about punching
up jokes on The Odd Couple,”’
Lichtman said.
Marshall referred Lichtman to
manager Pat McQueeney, who at the
time and until she died was Harrison
Ford’s manager.
He entered McQueeney’s office a
writer and left an actor, one of the
most fortunate accidents of his life.
“She said. T in going to need pic
tures,”’ Lichtman said.“I knew that as
a writer you don’t need pictures, so
she must have thought Gary Marshall
sent me there as an actor.”
Lichtman’s a preacher of predesti
nation.
A conductor doesn’t pick up a
stick and create a Ninth Symphony, a
painter doesn’t splash together “The
Last Supper” — amazingly, Lichtman,
without a single acting lesson in his
life, became a master of his art.
His acting credits during a 10-year
period included stints as the janitor
on “Barney Miller”, and parts for the
“The Dick Van Dyke Show,”
“Baretta,” “Mary Tyler Moore,”
“Chico and the Man” and many oth
ers.
“Being an actor is hearing and see
ing things for the first time even
though it’s the 40th take,” Lichtman
said.“ ... 1 picked it right up because
1 always had the ability to make peo
ple laugh. 1 was always a funny man.”
At the same time, he wmte for a
number of very popular shows

including the “Bob Newhart show,”
“All in the Family” and “The
Partridge Family.”
Lichtman’s law and financial back
ground seemed lost in his phenome
nal Hollywood success. But soon he’d
combine his talents, and something as
simple
as
a
Christmas gift _ _ _ _ _ _
would guide him
J0T
to
Eastern
Europe.

create a movie. But Poland would
have nothing to do with a PolishAmerican project.
“They never understood it,” he
said.“ ... The concept of two coun
tries getting together to do a film, it
was unheard of at the time.”
The breakthrough came
when a republic
of the former
Y u g o s la v ia
asked him to
produce
a
World War II
film.
Los
A n g e l e s
investors and an
American cast
combined
to
work
with
up
Yugoslavia to
create
“The
Courageous” in
1980
—
Lichtman’s first
production.
But it’s when
talking about
his second prod u c t i o n ,
“ Transylvania
6-5(M)0,” that
Lichtman starts
to really reel.
He recalls taxes and law like a guy
remembers time spent in jail, but
movie-talk brings him to life, an
instant catalyst to a charming story
teller.
Lichtman’s arms begin to move
ag-ain — as if he’s already conducting
his seminar he hopes to create on the
('entral ('oast — his words speed up

Being an actor is
hearing and seeing
things for the &st
time even though
it’s the 40th take ...
I picked it r i^ t
because I always
had the ability to
make people
lau^ . I was always
a fiinny man.

Bringing work
and
paving
paths
The last thing
Lichtman
will
ever do is “fill
hours.”
Every day in
the movie busi
ness is unique It’s
a
scene
in
Mexico, a sword
fight in medieval
times, or, often
for Lichtman, a
day convincing a
bank to put mil
lions of dollars
into a pmject.
“It’s being able
to sit here with
you,” Lichtman
said, “and still make money.You write
a screenplay that gets pmduced as a
movie or TV program and you’re get
ting money forever.”
After 10 years in the business, he
turned to producing.
A Polish book he received for
Christmas first gave him the idea of
co-producing — the concept of
working between two countries to

Iwww.mustangdaily.net |

and his face enlivens. Even the finan
cial aspect of movies sounds like a car
chase down an open road, a Western
duel, or a ride with Attila the Hun.
Lichtman begins to describe com
pletion bonds, cash-flow charts, bond
companies and all the facets of preproduction like an artist describes a
favorite painting.
“I remember it like it was yester
day,” Lichtman says.
The Big One
“Transylvania 6-50(M)” originally
was set to star Tom Hanks, but New
World Production Co. waited until
Mace Neufeld - producer of the Tom
Clancy series - was on board before
shooting. Hanks was already a star
and unavailable.
Lichtman, producing the financial
aspect, again co-produced the film in
Yugoslavia using a $1 million com
mitment from Dow Chemical. The
film went platinum, it jumpstarted
the careers of Jeff Goldblum, Michael
Richards, and Geena Davis, and it led
Lichtman on to a litany of other pixijects.
As Yugoslavia’s presence in Los
Angeles, Lichtman would produce 30
feature films, including “Winds of
War,” “War and Remembrance,”
“Sophie’s Choice” and “Dirty
Dozen.”
Lichtman most recently produced
“The New Adventures of Robin
Hood” in Lithuania and acted as
character Barkley in 27 of the 52
episodes.
And all the while, the love of his
life, Terry was running her own suc
cessful agency in Los Angeles.
Just in the past year, life talked to

both Lichtmans
to Los C^sos.

and they moved

The ultimate movie tag-team
Terry Lichtman lights up just like
her husband when recalling her time
in Hollywood.
You get the idea that dinner with
the Lichtmans is like walking in on a
movie convention.
In 27 years as founder of the Terry
Lichtman Company, Terry represent
ed actors Sharon Lawrence (“NYPD
Blue”), Stephen Fürst (“Animal
House”), Nicole Sullivan (“MAD
TV”), Kathy (iritfin (“Suddenly
Susan”) and John
O ’Hurley
(“Seinfeld”). Recently, she was added
to the three-person jury for the selec
tion of the winners in this years' Film
Festival in March. Paul Lichtman’s
only son,Jordan, is, ironically enough,
a lawy'er. But Lichtman is quick to
point out that he recently optioned a
movie script.
A Central Coast project
C'ince again, excitement pulses
through Lichtman. The idea of teach
ing his wealth of knowledge makes
him something like a five-year-old
finding a candy store.
“What I’d like to do, I would like
to put together something up here,”
Lichtman says. “An interactive semi
nar, basically ‘Let’s Make a Movie
101.’”
Lichtman hopes to find a younger
student base for his seminar. For now,
it’s just a dream in Lichtman’s head —
but that’s proved to be quite a power
ful thing.
Besides, if it’s meant to be, it’s
meant to be.
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Tacos
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haven’t heard before. 1 tend to
think of this music as Blissful
Prog/Folk.
1 his original sound 1 speak of in
jest is, in fact, a dynamic force to
be reckoned with. Banjo, various
Gino Macaluso
types of keyboards, woodwinds,
Sl-H lAl lO IUf DAll V
guitars and an eclectic array of
percussion find their way onto this
Oh Boy! How the world seems
unique album. The arrangements
to he taking to this man — from
that Sutjan creates are complicated
miisie snobs to hipsters; musicians
yet delicate, rendering the antiqui
to wannabes; ( Christians to hea
ty of a fabrache egg. Somehow he
thens; Heartland Americans tc>
has managed to combine both the
urbanites; punks to emos; creamos
“ru rar and the “rustic” into a
to extreineos and club-Goers. Or.
beautiful
marriage that moves to
to put it simply: Hveryone.
an abnormally
lust about
iUilAM ttIVtMk
J
blissful beat.
anyone with
CCertain tracks
ears has heard
define his
^
T
'
this man soothe
achievenient to a
their iBod right
T. These ultra
out of the
progressive, beatdredges ot sim
V ''
V*'
' r ^
r
\
heavy anthems
plistic Indie
include: “All
Kock and I’unk
Good
and has had a
NaySayers, Speak
mini, if not
Up! Or Forever
colossal, crush
I lold Your
on Sutjan
IVace!.” “They
Stevens.
Also Mourn Who Do Not Wear
Why not? I mean why the hell
not? He has come up with a origi Black (F ori he Homeless In
Muskegtin)” and “Detroit, Lift Up
nal sound and possesses the talent
Your Weary Head! (Kebuild!
to boot. On 2<MI.Vs “Greetings
Kestore! Keconsider!)." FCach of
fmni Michigan: rile Great l ake
the aforenientioiied songs candidly
State," Stevens' third album, and
first to twist panties and jockstraps represents Sutjan’s flagship sound
on the album,
wxirldwide has
RAIING:
each resonating
created a sound
with a striking
that we reallv

r M ' -- a

It may be lofty, but Sufjan
Stevens uses a variety o f
instruments that are sure to
please the ears o f everyone

.
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Thi» album is mn fuego,
purchase immadiataly...
if not soonmrt

This album is HOT,
dofinitaly worth tha monayl

It will satisfy
your naw musk craving.

Not bad, but could
usa a littia mora spica.

Boring, not into it.

GUARANTEED LOWEST
RETAIL P ^ E
Testostorono Support

f

Sup)«rdrol

Sufjan Stevens new release ‘Greetings From Michigan The Great Lake State’ is wooing everyone with his
abnormally blissful beat.
familiarity to the others.
One negative element, however,
actually exists in the discovery of
Siitjan's new sound: The repetitive
rhythms found amongst the tracks
mentioned above. 1 he other
major criticism lies deeply rooted
with the man’s lisp-ridden, wimpy
voice. However pleasing it m.iy
be, at times it becomes a little too
dandelion in character, creating an
unsettling feeling of floating
through a ticklish sea of peacock

feathers (embellishing the reality tif
experiences for effect can be fun
— try it).
An undeniably worthwhile
album, born out of a really talent
ed musician, but is it as good .is
the fanatics and critics say? There’s
a legitimate argument either w.iy,
and based upon your personal
preferences (like your take on
complexity, originality, heart-felt
valor or disgust for wispy and
wimpy dudes), your conclusion

will vary.
Important to no end is the
strength of this music, and if one
listens to the last track, “Vito’s
Ordination Song,” one should
understand exactly what I mean.
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WRITE A LETTER
Must.mg Daily reserves the right
to edit letters tor grammar, profani
ties and length. Letters, commen
taries and cartoons do not represent
the views of the Mustang Daily.
IMease limit length to 250 words.
Letters should include the writers
full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must
come from a CCal Foly e-mail
account. Do not send letters as an
attachment. Please send the te.xt in
the body of the e-mail.
By e-m ail:
mustangdaily(^gmail.coni
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
CCal Poly, SLCO, CA 93407

CORRECTIONS
The Mustang Daily staff takes
pride in publishing a daily newspa
per for the (Cal Poly campus and
the neighboring community. We
appa’ciate your readership and are
thankful for your careful reading.
Please send your correction sugges
tions to mustangdaily(^gmail.com

NOTICE
The Mustang Daily is a “desig
nated public forum.” Student edi
tors have full authority to make all
content decisions without censor
ship or advance approval.
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The dance and the sex
here’s dancing, and
then there’s . . .
dancing. There’s
“gliding, stepping or moving
through a set series of move
ments, usually to music,”
according to the MerriamWebster’s Desk Dictionary,
and then there’s “an overtly
sexual form of dance per
formed in clubs and at high
school dances,” according to
urbandictionary.com. Since
Webster has been at this dic
tionary thing a bit longer than
the posters on a Web site, I’m
venturing to guess that danc
ing wasn’t always the (often
awkward) bump and grind of
drunk people when “My
Humps” by the Black Eyed Peas comes on. But the
relationship of sex and dancing can’t be denied, and it
seems that, as a culture becomes more accepting of
sex in the mainstream, dancing becomes dirtier. Let’s
look back on the ages at the dances of history and
determine which era had the ______________
hottest sex based on their
..A
dances;
320 B.C.
Alexander the Great and his
tRxips storm Babylon and feast
their battle-weary eyes on some
luscious dancers upon their
arrival, btith male and female.
Cdad to cover their naughty bits
and not much else, the dancers
used their hips, butts and comehither looks to impmss their
aiulience. Very hot.

COLUM NIST L IN E U P...
Monday - Guest commentaries
It’s your chance to contribute to the O p /E d
section!

by “Your name here”
Tuesday - The Soapbox Diaries

Wmm-

Jack j^ives his opinion on Tuesday with the
intention you unli respond hack.

^ i

' 4r

by Jack L. Ingram III
Wednesday - Poly Point-blank
The A S I President urites about the
issues he finds important to the student
body.

by Tylor Middlestadt
Thursday - Sex colum ns
• Daniel Sexplains it A ll (Male uieu>)
• Under the Covers udth Janice
(Female view)

by Daniel Gingra-s and Janice Edman
Friday - TWo Classy Gents
T h ey’ve taken on President Baker,

Austen’s “Pride and Prejudice” and bemoaned the
fact that even Colin Firth couldn’t heat up the
dancing of that era. While the ornate dresses
often involved eye catching cleavage and the
pants were just tight enough to see the subtle
outline o f a package, the
dances involved only the most
chaste physical contact and
impressive but unsexy patterns
o f movement by couples
across the floor. Perhaps titil
lating for the Bennett sisters,
but pretty frigid by today’s
standards.

The teladonship
o f sex and
dancing can’t be
denied, and it
seems that, as a
culture becomes
more accepting o f
sex in the
mainstream,
dancing becomes
dirtier.

481 A.D.
Although the maypole dance
stemmed from a pagan cen.*mony of fertility, those who cmated
it seemed to ignore the erotic
point of the dance. Perfomers
circle slowly around (get excit
ed...) a pole with ribbons
attached to it. Everyone wears
clothes and it’s unlikely that
anyone got hot and bothered by watching or partic
ipating. Less than hot.

1942
With a bloody war raging in
Europe and the South Pacific,
kids in the U.S. blow off steam
by swing dancing, an acrobatic
dance to big band music
where fellas throw their girls
around and get alLjazzy with
themselves. As several o f the
throwing moves involved
direct pelvic contact and the
girls wore cute dresses where
the undies underneath often
made a flip appearance, this
dancing earns a relatively sexy
rating.

P resen t day
Like all o f the above eras, the dancing of today
has a fun name; freaking. By no coincidence,
1812 A.D.
“freak” is also the most common replacement for
Any swoony English major with time to kill a much dirtier word to describe sex, and that’s
has seen the British miniseries based on Jane what freaking is; a replacement for sex that the^
participants would openly
engage in if common decency
(and bouncers) were to allow
it. The downside to freaking is
that only people with natural
rhythm can do it, which pretty
much leaves out every white
guy 1 know.
The downside for girls, of
course, is that you have some
random guy gyrating on you
from behind w ithout even
E X P cLA IN S
buying you a drink first. What
/e're not talking Th e Charleston
may have once been hot just
or Th e Swim here, w e ’re talking
rubbing, riding, groping, grind 
looks bad most of the time,
ing, so sexy it hurts, put your
which demotes it to a tepid
booty into it, FREAK-danci
water rating.
And
the
winner is...
Alexander and his risqué
By
booty shakers. So the next
D a n ie l
time the urge to freak strikes
Gingras
you, just go rent the damn
DVD and enjoy the goods
with Colin Farrell.

W hat d o e s th e

o th e r s e x o
h a v e to s a y i

Scientology, love-making and Chuck
Liddell. What will our humor columnists
take on next ...

by Mike Matzke and Doug Bruzzone
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T h e febulous life o f A m e ric a œllegie generation
Nick Coury
MUSTAN(i DAIIY

1 am also quite aware that our current clothing chains such as Abercrombie and
generation is like no other. Always preoccu- Fitch should be charging an e.xuberant
pied with talking on cell phones right as amount for clothes that are considered
In 2004, Green Day’s front man, Billie joe c l a s s
“elesignArmstrong, was asked in a VHl interview if
_
er.
I
he had any words of advice for today’s gen out, or
find
it
eration. His response was to “lose the l is te n 
rid ic u 
Hurley T-shirt and baggy shorts, and be a ing to
lous that
man for once.”
their
c e le b ri
I agree with Armstrong’s message; stop i P o d s
ties such
letting clothes and popular culture define instead
as Paris
who you are, because it is seen far too often of talk
FI i 11o n
with this generation. Be real, be honest and ing to
spe nd
most importantly, though it may sound t h e i r
nearl y
cliché, be you, whoever that may be.
n e ig h 
$3, ()()()
This is not to say that pop culture is evil, bor on
on
a
but do not let the pressure of it all — what the bus.
dress,
celebrities say is hot or the new cool thing 1
t
only to
— overwhelm you. Spending nearly $40 on seems people today who don’t have either a wear it once to an awards show where they
a logo with a T-shirt under it is absolutely phone or an iPod are shunned. For the were not even nominated for anything. A
ridiculous. The same shirt (also made in record, 1 do not own an iPod; 1 enjoy the old good amount of the money spent on one of
China, like everything else we buy in ways of conversation, face-to-face.
her dresses could be donated to hunger
America), can be found for about $.45 less at
Kegardless of the fact that our culture is causes. There is no telling how' much money
Mervyn’s.
the digital generation, it is no excuse that could be given to help the less fortunate that

Most celebrities are just pretty
feces. They are just as feke as
most o f the breasts in
Hollywood.

LETTER S
TO THE EDITOR
T h e real d e fin itio n o f
slan d er
Hey Michael, 1 can’t believe
you spent the entire first half of
yt)ur letter (Soapbox Diaries or
Slander?) bragging about how you
looked up “slander,” but still got
the definition wrong. Unreal.
Slander is the t>ral communica
tion o f injurious statements and
libel is the written version. The
key word in that is OKAL. Oral,
oral, oral.
So unless Mr. Ingram fiew out
to the White House and gave Pres.
Bush some good old fashioned
oral slander, methinks your
hypothesis sucks.
Jonathan Allen
H ioU\\’y senior

W here have all the haters
gone?

comprises all the dresses worn only tmee in
the closets of celebrities all over the world.
Gelebrities have far too much money. Don’t
believe me? Watch one episode of “7 he
Fabulous Life o f” on VHl and see for your
self.
A person has to be IS years of age to pur
chase a copy of Abercrombie’s catalog due to
“soft-porn” imagery. 1 find this outrageous.
A store that has to stoop to using sex to sell
their product must be desperate.
Most celebrities are just pretty faces. They
are just as fake as most of the breasts in
Hollywood. 1 say most because there a
handful of good-natured public figures in
the world that help out whenever they can
and have set up numerous organizations
focused on helping those who need a
friendly hand.
So next time you are shopping for a pair
of jeans costing over $100, think for a
moment if that extra money could be spent
on taking a friend out for coffee, or donat
ing it to a finnily in New Orleans.

from cleavage-chaos. Kight?
Armen Ekmekji
huiustriai tecUuoiosiy sn iio r

G o o d co v era g e on
w o m e n e n g in e e r s
I’d like to thank the Mustang
Daily for allowing an important
point to come through in their
Women of Engineering series- that
the Men of Engineering are awe
some in their treatment of the
female engineers.
A big thank you goes out espe
cially to the professors and male
students o f the Mechanical
Engineering department. You guys
rock!
Thank you for not only accept
ing me as an engineer, but for your
help and your friendship. This
show's that respect and equality are
no longer ideals we are striving firr,
but a reality at (?al Poly. I have
never felt out of place in our class
es or labs. I look forward to work
ing with you in the industry soon!
With your attitudes, female
engineers will soon be as common
as female docttirs.To the professt»rs.
keep up the good work! You obvi
ously care about making our
schotil and department more
diverse.
I have one suggestion to the
Ml). 1low about a series on Men in
l iberal Studies? I hat sounds tough.
Lori Brooks

Yi>u were so prevalent last quar
ter, with your ongoing banter
about the “obscene” image on the
t d ’SAl.SA posters. Letters went
back and forth arguing the morali
ty of show ing cleavage on a college
campus. Stiulents went as lar a s to
say that they couldn't loncentrate
m class because of the pornograph
McchtViicol nn^iih’criii'i^ senior
ic image.
Well, now it's my turn. I just
O p in io n or jo u rn a lism ?
can't concentrate walking from
1 ast week 1 saw an article
class to class with the new ( 7 ’SAl.regarding a (ailifornia Universal
SA ads, depicting topless men tlexIlealth (^ire bill. I was looking
mg their muscles.
forward to an objective analysis,
Am 1 to believe that I must have
impeccabK chiseled abs and pecs but what I found was an advertise
along with a perfect bone structure ment.
The article told the potential
t(i be accepted as a Salsa-er? It's not
fair that the\ have to use male value i>f the initiative w hile omit
images ti> atlvertise w ith their club. ting the costs and pitfalls involved.
It's against my culture to see topless Fins was wairthy of the front page?
For the sake of your ow n jour
men anyway.
I am calling for an all-out cam nalistic integrity, please keep opin
pus censorship of these new ion where it belongs: in the opin
posters. So w ho’s with me? Let’s go ion section.
Mallory
Tipple
née
on an anti-cleavage/pectoral camVanderbilt
paign.
A ^rienlfnre business and w ine and
I mean, it's* the only option
•
' we ve got left to save our campus t'ifin d tim ' s e n io r ........................
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to run every Monday!
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Piracy widespread am ong students

Research show s som e
em ployees d rin k o n th e jo b

Joshua Manly
m i I'OLY POST (( A1 PO IY -PO M O N A )

Danielle Novy
D.MIY lORHADOk (HAAS T
LUBIKX:K, Texas — The trend
of enjoying an after-work drink has
a new twist; according to research
released in January, 19.2 million U.S.
employees are either drinking dur
ing the workeiay or nursing hang
overs in the workplace.
A recent study conducted by the
University at ButYalo’s Kesearch
Institute on Addictions found that
about 15 percent of the U.S. work
force drinks during the day or just
before going to work, while more
than 9 percent have come to work
with lingering hangovers.
The study additionally found that
those who drink on the job tend tci
do so infrequently. More than 60
percent of those who admitted to
drinking at work reported that they
mixed alcohol and work less than
monthly. Meanwhile, 14 percent
surveyed said they drink at work on
a weekly basis.
Certain occupations lend them
selves more toward alcohol use,
according to the study. Jobs in man
agement, retail, entertainment media
and food preparation were just a few
of the occupations that were found
to go hand-in-hand with a higher
likelihood of drinking at work.
Irregular work hours also
increased the subjects probability of
having a drink or two before clock
ing m.
Additionally, the research found
that men are more likely to drink on
the job than their female counter
parts, and nursing a hangover while
on the clock was most common
with younger or unmarried employ
ees.
Kathleen Weaver, the director of
public communications at the
University at Butfalo’s Kesearch
Institute on Addictions, said the pool
of people who admitted to drinking
at work or prior to work may fall
into a variets' of categories.
“Some people just h.ive a drink at
lunch, while other people may take
a drinking break the same w.iy peo
ple take smoking breaks.” she said.
The studv has liarnered media

attention because it was the first to
delve into the drinking tendencies
of Americans while at work, she
said.
Weaver said Michael Prone, the
study’s principal investigator, wanted
to research the topic so he could
provide employers with statistics
they could use as an aid in launching
alcohol prevention programs for
their employees.
“ Basically the purpose of the
study was to investigate whether a
problem with drinking in the work
place exists,” Weaver said. “Dr. Prone
discovered it does exist and he wants
to do further research.”
The study’s findings were the
prtiduct of a one year research pro
ject, which surveyed nearly 3,(M)0
employees between the ages of 18 to
65 in 2002 and 2(K)3. funding came
from the National Institute on
Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.
Oscar C'asas, a senior pre-med
major from Las Cruces, N. M., said
although he never has mixed alcohol
with work, he has witnessed the
effects of his co-workers drinking
during their breaks.
“After their lunch shift, they
come back intoxicated,” he said.
Cindy Nichols, an intake coordi
nator at the center for drug and
alcohol treatment referral, said she
fears those who drink at work will
put themselves and others in danger
when they get behind the wheel to
drive home.
Nichols said she believes drinking
at or before work is a habit often
embraced by alcoholics.
“They are alcoholics, and they
survive on alcohol,” she said.
(')ther tendencies paired with
alcoholism
include
behavioral
changes, Nichols said.
“Sometimes they get angry and
l,ish out at people,” she said. “Often,
they h.ive no money in their account
because thev've spent it all on alco
hol.”
Nichols said she R'commends that
anyone who finds himself drinking
during the workd.iy or exhibiting
the aforementioned characteristics
seek help immediately.

I + Í i l 25a l è íCPC

POMONA — C]ollege students
are often blamed for being the
largest contributors to software
piracy because file-sharing pro
grams make it easily accessible on
high-speed campus networks.
With students paying more each
year for tuition, gas and textbooks,
many do not have money to pay for
luxuries like music, movies, video
games and computer software.
Coupled with the growth of tech
nology, students can easily click a
button and download whatever
they want in a matter of minutes.
“It’s not how much people have
on their computers that matters, it
is how easy it is to get. 1 know peo
ple who could find ten sites that
would allow them to download
anything they need instead of pay
ing for it,” junior computer science
student Virgil Moore said.
“I know people who have some
thing like $3,(M)() worth o f pirated
stuff on their computer. It’s not the
best quality for sure, but it is free,”
said Janies Traylor, a senior civil
engineering student.
Software, music, and video piracy
are one of the leading white-collar
crimes in the world. Today, 21 per

cent of software in the Uiiitei.1
States is pirated, which is consid
ered low compared to the rest of
the world.
Other countries, especially in
Asia and the Middle East, have soft
ware piracy rates as high as 92 per
cent.
In a newly-released study by the
IDC^a marketing intelligence firm,
it was stated that between 2004 and
2009, software jobs and taxes have
the potential to grow 5 percent per
year.
However, this could be hindered
by the theft of intellectual property.
Cal Boly is starting to realize this
trend and is making attempts to
educate the students about the dan
gers of illegally downloading com
mercial software like Microsoft
Windows or Microsoft Office.
“There is always a lesson of
ethics taught in our computer sci
ence programs and other engineer
ing based fields,” said Dr. Debra
Brum,
vice
president
of
Instructional and Information
Technology.
“1 think the more people know
about it the better. I think the
problem is societal, in that you have
a generation that grew up with
computers,” said David Johnson,
director of Judicial Affairs. “What’s

Stanford volunteers plant Calif native species
More than 40 people volun
teered during the first two week
ends in January. Field work ses
STANFORD — Though they
sions have been from 9 a.m. to 1
aren’t pulling rabbits out o f hats,
p.m. on Saturdays and either 9
Stanford students are nevertheless
a.m. to 1 p.m. or 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
practicing magic — in an ecolog
on Sundays. The work is part of
ical sense. Each weekend in
Magic’s ongoing habitat manage
January, local non-profit organiza
ment program for Stanford’s open
tion Magic Inc. will organize vol
spaces, primarily the arboretum —
unteers to plant CLilifornia native
the area between central campus
bunch grass and C^alifornia native
and El C'aniino Real — and the
oak seedlings on the Stanford
foothills. Thousands of Stanford
campus. Through various activi
students, faculty and staff h.ive vol
ties, .Magic Inc. teaches people
unteered on the project over the
about ecology to “clarify values,
past 25 years.
improve health, incre.ise coopera
The purpose o f Magic's habitat
tion and steward the environ
stewardship is to enhance the eco
ment.” its Web site said.
logical integrity of the campus

Jenny Allen
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happening over time is people get
so comfortable with computers
and are accepting of software pira
cy; we see the same thing with pla
giarism. It is so easy that they don’t
see a click of a mouse being a
crime, but it is stealing.”
“When we find people doing
things like illegal hubs, we try to
get to them and tell them to knock
it off. When people don’t respond
...(University Housing Services)
can get involved and I&IT can get
involved,” Johnson said.
The l&IT Department hosted a
free clinic during this year’s
Bronco Fusion to inform students
about how to protect their com
puter.
Director o f I&.1T Denny Mosier
said advances in copy protection
technology make software increas
ingly difficult to obtain illegally.
“1 think that it’s harder now to
do it, you know with Microsoft
Word patches and they want you
to register it online,” Mosier said.
“They want you to keep up with
the security and you can’t because
you have a copy. You can get
Microsoft Professional for just $79
— the price of a textbook — and
the bookstore is really trying to get
things at student prices.”

(S'

landscape, to demonstrate the
benefits o f native plants in urban
and suburban settings and to pro
vide hands-on opportunities for
people to learn about ecology and
care for the natural environment.
According to Magic fellow
David Schrom, 2006 is the second
year of large-scale grass plantings
and the 26th year o f oak plantings.
By the end o f January, Magic plans
to h.ive planted 30.0()0 grasses, for
a two-year total of 80,000, and 50
oaks, for a 25-year total of 2,50().
“Volunteering with Magic is a
fun way to be out-of-doors, work
with friends and get some exercise
while contributing to the ecolog
ical integrity of the campus envi
ronment,” Schrom said. “ It’s a way
to take care of your temporary
home and to develop more of a
-ense of place. By participating in
this project, students contribute to
providing a very visible — and
likely to be emulated since
Stanford is highly regarded —
demonstration of ecologically sen
sitive landscape design and main
tenance.”
More than 3<> years ago. while
running in Stanford's foothills,
Schrom noted that oaks were
declining, and young oaks were
scarce.
“ I realized that the landscape 1
VO much appreciated was changing
and wondered why and whether I
might act to preserve and protect
the qualities that 1 valued.”
Schrom said.
Magic plans to plant an addi
tional 10,000 bunch grass plugs
and 50 native C'alifornia oaks dur
ing the next two weekends in
January. The organization’s habitat
stewardship activities continue
throughout the year to care for

previously planted.tree>s..dadL jssdt
them in becoming established.
Volunteers are always needed.
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International
briefs
PA RIS (A P) — Europe,
backed by the United States, on
Wednesday
rejected
Iran’s
request for talks on its nuclear
program, cranking up interna
tional pressure on Tehran to sus
pend uranium enrichment.
Secretary
of
State
CTmdoIeezza K ite said “there’s
not much to talk about” until
Iran halts nuclear activity. Hut
Iran’s president accused the West
o f acting like the “lord of the
world” in denying his country
the peaceful use of the atom.
The quick dismissal of Iran’s
request for a ministerial-level
meeting with French, British and
Cierman negotiators focused
attention on the next step: the
U.S. and European push to refer
Iran to the U.N. Security
Council, which could impose
economic and political sanc
tions.

• • •

PESHAW AR,
P akistan
(AP) — Pakistani intelligence
agents hunted Wednesday for the
graves of four al-Qaida militants
believed killed in an airstrike
near the Afghan border —
including one authorities suspect
was a high-ranking al-Qaida fig
ure. ABC! News reported that a
master bi»mb maker and chemi
cal weapons expert for al-Qaida
was killed in the attack on the
village of Damadola last week.
He was identified as Midhat
Mursi, also known as Abu
Khabab al-Masri, who ran an alQaida training camp and has a S.S
million reward on his head.
•

•

•

•

OTTAWA (AP) — O itical
shortages of doctors, nurses and
other medical stall mean the
Chmadian army and its allies in
Afghanistan are being forced to
rely on each other in emergen
cies like Sund.iy’s suicide bomb
attack. Forces doctors say.
('anada’s military has a .l.S per
cent shortfall in deployable doc
tors and the problem is growing
as it begins its most dangerous
Afghan mission yet, the doctor in
charge of recruiting and retain
ing the Forces’ medical stall said
Wednesday.
•

•

Surge in bloodshed across Iraq kills
scores o f Iraqis and tw o Am erican civilians
R ob ert H. Reid

Iraqi soldiers
inspect the
wreckage of a
suicide bomb
near the home
of a prominent
Shiite political
leader on
Wednesday In
Baghdad, Iraq.

ASSOCIATI!) I■R^.SS

BACiFlDAl), Iraq — Insurgents
carried out two dramatic ambushes
Wednesday, killing 11 people includ
ing two American civilians in a
roadside bombing in Basra and an
attack on an Iraqi convoy in
Baghdad.
Meanwhile,
Iraqi
officials
expressed hope that American
hostage Jill C^arroll would eventually
be released, and kidnappers freed the
sister of Iraq’s Interior Minister after
holding her hostage for two weeks.
The ambushes, in which gunmen
also seized two Kenyan engineers,
were part of a surge in violence that
left scores of Iraqis dead across the
country Wednesday.
In the most gruesome develop
ment, police said militants used this
week’s dow'iiing of a U.S. helicopter
to carve out a killing field north of
Baghdad, slaying more than 40 peo
ple on remote roads that Iraqis were
forced to use after American troops
cordoned otf the crash zone.
Thirty people were dragged
from their cars Wednesday at crude
checkpoints erected on unpawd
roads and shot dead execution-style
in farming areas in Nibaei, a town
near Dujail, about .SO miles north
of Baghdad, said police Lt. Qahtan
al-F lashmaw i.
Since Monday’s crash of a U.S.
Army AH-04 Apache helicopter
that killed its two pilots near
Mishahda, 2.S miles north ol
Baghdad. American and Ir.Kji forces
cordoned otf a large section of the

ASSOCIAIH) I'RtSS

main road near Dujail, police and
eyewitnesses said.
More than a dozen other Iraqis
died Wednesday in attacks linked to
the insurgency.
The increased violence came as
authorities prepare to announce the
results this week of the Dec. 15
election. U.S. and Iraqi oBlcials
expect more attacks .is religious and
ethnic groups jockey for power in
the new government.
In the boldest attack, gunmen
opened fire on a convoy of the
mobile telephone company Iraqna,
killing six security guards and three
drivers in the Nafaq al-Shurta dis
trict of western Baghdad.
Naguib Sawiris, chairman of the
Egyptian communications firm that
controls Iraqna, said the attackers

seized the two Kenyans.
The tw’o American civilians were
killed in a roadside bombing in the
southern city of Basra. They worked
for the Texas-based security compa
ny DynCAirp and were training Iraqi
police. A third American was seri
ously wounded in the attack, the
U.S. Embassy said.
An Associated Bress photographer
at the scene said two four-wheeldrive vehicles were targeted. The
area was surrounded by heavily
armed British forces, whose main
base in Iraq is in Basra.
The killings occurred as a joint
American-1 raqi investigation was
under w.iy to find (\irroll, the 2Syear-old American jounialist who
was abducted Jan. 7 in Baghdad.
The freelance reporter for The

Cdiristian Science M onitor was
seen in a video aired Tuesd.iy by AlJazeera television.
Al-Jazeera said the silent 20-sec
ond video included a threat to kill
Carroll in 72 hours unless U.S.
authorities release all women
detainees in Iraq. U.S. officials said
eight women were in security
detention and none had been freed
as ofWednesd.iy night.
Nevertheless, Maj. Gen. Hussein
Kaiiial, a deputy interior minister,
spoke hopefully about prospects for
(^irroll’s release.
“ Efforts are continuing to find
the American journalist,” he said.
“We cannot say more because of
the sensitivity of the matter, but
Cod willing, the end w ill be posi
tive.”

•

TO K Y O (AP) — Panic trad
ing spurred by a widening crim
inal investigation of a popular
Internet startup forced the Tokyo
Stock Exchange to shut down 20
minutes early Wednesday as share
prices plunged for a second day.
It was the first time trading
had to eifd early because the
market’s computers couldn’t
handle a surge of transactions.
The benchmark for the Tokyo
exchange slid 2.0 percent
Wednesday. The Nikkei 22.S
index dropped 404.77 points, its
biggest one-day drop since M.iy
10, 2<t04.
•
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•

VATICAN C ITY (AP) —
Pope
Benedict
XVI
said
Wednesd.iy he will publish his
first encyclical on the dill'erent
aspects of Ciod’s love next week,
adding it was “providential” the
text would be released after a
period o f prayer for unifying all
Christians.

Donors pledge $1.9 billion to fight bird flu
M argie Mason
ASStH I.ATI I) I'lUSS

BEIJINC — After a year of
unpa'cedented appeals for money to
cope with the .Vsian tsunami and the
South Asia earthquake, the world dug
deeper W/ednesd.iy. pledging SI .‘Tbil
lion to fight bird flu and prepaa* for a
potential pandemic.
The United States alone came up
with S3.54 million that will largely be
used to help poor countries in
SoutluMst Asia, such as Vietnam and
Indonesia, where the H5NI bial flu
virus is endemic. The European
Union pledged another S2M million,
responding with a anewed sense of
urgency after the dise.ise killed four
children in Turkey.
As the two-d.iy donors conference
wrapped up in Beijing, participants
were again aminded of the risk as
Cdiina reported its sixth human
death.
“Nobody’s wishing for more
tragedies or more crises, but if the
world has a better ability to respond
to those, I think that’s a good thing,”
said Jim Adams, head of the World
Bank’s bird flu task force, who said
the Sl.B billion in pledges over three
years was a pmactive step for the
international aid community, which
often responds to m.ijor disasters after
they happen.
The World Bank had estimated
$1.2 billion to $1.5 billion would be
needed to prepare for a potential
global pandemic and to Tight bird Tlu,
which has killed or forced the slaugh«H *

I*

•

ter of an estimated 140 million
domestic binls since it began ravaging
poultry stocks .icmss Asia in late
2(Ml3.The virus h.is also jumped fmin
poultry to people, killing at least 70
people in east Asia and Turkey.
Experts worry the virus could
mutate into a form easily spread fmm
person to person, possibly sparking a
global pandemic that kills millions. So
far, human cases have been traced to
contact with sick binls.
David Nabarm, the U.N. cixirdinator on .ivian and human influenza,
said the international outpouring of
support at the conference attended by
more than 1(MI countries showed a
determination to try to avert disaster.
“What we’ve seen tod.iy is that the
world re.illy does can’ and wants to
a-spond effectively to the threat of
.ivian influenza and a possible human
pandemic,” he said, describing the
response .is “quite extraordinary.”
About SI billion of the money
came in the form of grants, w hile the
other SB(KI million will be distributed
.is loans — including S5(H) million
fmm the World Bank.
The U.S. pledge, the most of any
single country, was mostly in the
form of grants and technical assis
tance. Billions mon' will be spent
over the next three years to develop
vaccines and additional funding will
come later for the regional stockpil
ing of antiviral drugs, said Nancy
Powell, U.S. senior coordinator for
avian influenza and infectious dis
eases.
About $280 million was newly
>• *4 M « ■

I «a i9 aa «I «

I

approveil by t'ongress, while the
remainder was moved ftx>m existing
pmgrams, including S31.3 million
originally set .iside for the tsunami.
Powell s,iid most of the U.S. funding
would be focused on the hardest-hit
countries in .Southe.ist Asia.
“It certainly puts a n.“sponsibly, that
we’ve taken very seriously, to be
among the leaders in the effort,” she
said. “It will be used in coordination
with the other donors and with the
technical agencies.”
Large chunks of the total Sl.P
billion will go to poor countries
where the H5N1 virus poses the
greatest threat, including improving
surveillance, rapid response and
containment mechanisms should a
pandemic flu strain emerge within

their borders.
Other money will be used for
strengthening laboratories and poul
try vaccination programs.'! he World
Health Organization, U.N. Food and
Agriculture Organization and the
World Organization for Animal
Health w ill also receive funding.
fiU
Health
Camimissmner
M.irkos Kypri.inou said the EU
increased its commitment to SI2 1
million, about $2(f million more
than it announced last week. In
addition, he said the 25 member
states pleilged a combined S14<> mil
lion.
“Never before has humankind
had a window of opportunity to
prepare for the event of a pandemic
before it .ictually happens,” he said
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Msrk Roetker
805.543.9744

1261 Laurel Lane

San Lms Obispo, CA 93401

Tandem
Fantastic ocean views!
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Lompoc Airport Only 1 hour from campus
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N elson says he’ll vote for Alito
lesse J.
I. Holland
Jesse
■\SSlH lAIl I) I'KhSS

WASl lINC rO N
(AP)
—
Supreme ('ourt nominee Samuel
Alito lias caused a rift among Senate
1)emoerats. witli one saying publiely
he will vote for the conservative
liidge while others are lining up to
oppose Ills eonfirm.ition.
1)enioer,its Max Haueus of
Moiit.ma, H.irb.ira MikuKki of
M.irylaiul and liiiward Kennedy of
Massaeliuselts
all
announeed
Wednesday they will \’ote against
Ahto. I’resident Hush's pick to
replace retiring Justice Sandra I )ay
C)'(. omior.
"lie's just not right ttir Montana,
he's just not right for America,”
Haueus said. Addei.1 Mikulski,“ ! have
a lot of unanswered ciuestions.”
Hut Sen. Hen Nelson of Nebraska
announced luesday he will support
Alito, the only Denuicrat to do so.
Nelson said he will support Alito
"because of his impeccable judicial
credentials, the American Har
Association’s strong recommenda
tion and his pledge that he would

m

not bring a political agenda to the
court.”
Nelson, who is seeking re-elec
tion this fall in his Kepublican state,
said in his statement that he has
“supported more than 21.S of
President Hush’s nominations to the

federal bench, including C^hief
Justice John Roberts.”
Several Democrats are expected
make their votes public Thursday,
including Sen. Patrick Leahy of
Vermont, the ranking I )emocrat on
the Judiciary C'ommittee. Leahy and

Supreme
votes Tuesday on Alito’s nomina
Court nomi tion.
nee Samuel
All l<) Republicans on the
Alito, left,
Judiciary (lonnnittee have endorsed
talks with an Alito. assuring him of approval even
unidentified though most of the eight commit
member of
tee Democrats are expected to
the Capitol
oppose
his confirmation.
Police on his
Many Democrats are expected to
security
detail, right, speak against Ahto’s nomination
when fm.il Senate deb.ite begins
as he leaves
Jan.2,S.‘T
ni not a fan of Alito.” said
the C^apitol
Hill office of Senate I )eniocratic leader 1larry
Sen. Bill
Reid of Nevada.
Nelson, DAhto met Wediiesd.iy w ith sever
Fla. on
al I feniocratic senators, including
Wednesday.
Haueus, Hill Nelson of Florida and
1^011 Wyden of Oregon. He was
ASS()( lA I H )
I’Rl SS
meeting riiursday with Sen. Tom
(kirper of Delaware and new Sen.
Hob Menendez of New Jersey. All
those senators except Haueus are
two other committee I )emocrats — undecided on Alito’s ntmhnation.
Alito will also meet with
Russ Feingold and Herb Kohl, both
of Wisconsin — voted for ntnv- Republicans John Sutiunu of New
Cdiief Justice John Roberts’ confir Hampshire and John Warner of
Virginia on Thursd.iy. Suiuniu is
mation.
Others plan to wait to reveal their undecided, while Warner expects to
votes after the Judiciary (kimnhttee vote for Alito’s confirmation.

New blueprint to be unveiled
to bring peace to A^Jianistan
Edith M. Lederer
ASSiH l Ai ri ) I'KKSS

UNITED
NATIONS
—
International leaders will hold a confemnee later this month to introduce
a new blueprint for bringing peace to
Afghanistan and pmviding a better life
for Its people, the top U.N. envoy to
Afghanistan said.
The “(\)inp.ict for Afghanistan”
will establish key benchmarks and
timelines to meet the major chal
lenges confronting the country over
the next five years — securirs; good
government, human rights, the rule of
l.iw and combatting the drug trade.
Jean Arnault told the U.N. Security
( anincil on Fuesd.iv.

M is sio n G r il l .
IVI ON DAY
1 T M Kelurn of C'al Poly Night
iO^'ó o ff dinner entree <$ $4 Specially
Cocktails *Must have a valid student ID.

Tu e s d a y

Downtown Sight
.10% o ff dinner entree for all Downtown
employees *Must have a valid check
stub for proof o f employment

W

EDNESDAY
Wine Maker Sight

*Enjoy wines by featured winemakers
and 50% affali wine bottles with
purchase o f t\so dinner entrees

THURSDAY
M All Day Happy Hour
'/} affali appetizers, $2 Draft beers and
well drinks. $3 Maryariias,
and $4 Specialty Cin-ktails.
Live DJ's 10pm to 2am

S UNDAY
Ja/z Brunch

Jazz Brunch from 9 am to 3 pm
Bloody Mary ’s and Bottomless Mimosas

CUNDAY
Induitry Night
30^0 o ff dinner entrée & $4 Specialty
Cocktails *Must have your valid pay stub
from restaurant, bar, hotel, winery, or
hospitality related workplace. Excludes
holidays and special events
*18% gratuity added before dLscount

805.547.5544
Downtown San Luis Obispo

Arnault said the compact will also
pnivide a framewtirk for the interna
tional community’s future dealings
with Afghanistan and seek to impixive
the delivery of .lid to the Afghan peo
ple.
“It emphasizes the leadership that
the Afghan state — strengthened by
the democratic process that has
unfolded in the past four years — can
and must take.” he said.
The plan will be unveiled at a Jan.
31-Feb. 1 conference in London to be
co-chaia‘d by U.N. Secatary-General
Kofi Annan, British Hrime Minister
Fony Hlair and Afghan President
Hamid K.irzai.
The gathering w ill be a follow-up
to the December 2<Kll confeance in
Honn, (iermany that established a
political piXK'ess for .Afghanistan after
U.S. and allied Afghan forces drove
out the Taliban for harboring CXima
bin Laden.
That piXHi'ss culminated in kist
month’s inauguration of the new
Afghan National Assembly — the
fin.il formal step toward bringing a
representative
government
to
Afghanistan after a quarter century of
war that claimed more than 1 million
lives.
In September, the country adopted
a new constitution and held national
elections.
U.S. AiiiKi-ssador John Holton said
the comp.ict will make it e.isier to
address security issues in the country.
“ Fhe United States will be making a
ni.ijor pledge in support of Afghan
development at that point. I think
other governments will make sub
stantial pledges, as well,” he said.
Arnault said the recent surge in
attacks in southern Afghanistan serves
as a RMiiinder of the magnitude of the
t.isks that remain to bring peace to the
country.
On Monday, a suicide bomber
killed 21 civilians at a wrestling match
in an Afghan border town — the
deadliest suicide attack since U.S.-led

N asa
, ax«
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forces ousted theTaliban in 2(Kll.The
.issault came shortly after a bomb tar
geted a truck ctinvoy of Afghan sol
diers in Kandahar city, killing four
people and wounding 16.
C7n Sund.iy, a suicide car bomber in
the southern pmvincial capital killed a
senior Canadian diplomat and two
Afghan civilians.
T he string o f m ore than 20 suicide
bom bings in the p.ist thme m onths
R’pix'sents a R-latively new tactic for
m ilitants in Afghanistan and has
stoked fears o f an escalating siege o f
bkxidy attacks like thm e in Iraq.
Karzai has oRleR'd an inquiry into
the most R-cent bom bing to fix us on
“wheR‘ the militants ,i r - getting their
rixoiirces, their support and wheR‘
they aR" com ing fmm,” sjxikcMiian
Khaleeq Ahmed s.iid TuesiKiy.
Afghan officials R-peatedly claim
that the Taliban and other militant
gRiiips have training bases in H.ikistan
and are Rveiving support fmm theR*
— an accus.ition Islamabad denies.
O n Wednesday, about l.fMM) Afghans
pm tested against Pakistan in the bortler tow n w here the attack occurR'd,
chanting “ I )eath to Pakistan.”

No one h.is claimed responsibility,
and a purported spokesman for the
Taliban rebels denied involvement.
T he Security ( Council has also ctindem ned the R'ceiit spate o f attacks.
“T h e member^ reiterated tli.it no
term rist acts can R'verse the path
toward peace and R'constructioii in
Afghanistan, w hich is supported by
the people and governm ent o f
Afghanistan and the international
community,” it said in a statement.
Arnault said the attacks should not
distract Afghans fRim the dem ocratic
pRKess.

The Afghan people “deserve our
confidence that, with undiminished
assistance by the international com
munity, they will be equally successful
in the realization of the vision con
tained in the ‘Compact of
Afghanistan,” he said.

■j
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An Atlas V rocket that will carry the New Horizons spacecraft on a
mission to the planet Pluto sits on the launch pad after the liftoff
was scrubbed at the Kennedy Space Center on Wednesday.

Launch o f Pluto-bound
probe delayed for second day
Mike Schneider
assih

i Ar n) I’k is s

C:APE C:ANAVERA1 , Fla. —
For the second d.iy in a row
Wednesday, NASA scrubbed the
launch of an unmanned spacecraft
on a nine-year voyage to Pluto —
this time, because a storm in
Maryland knocked out the power
at a laboratory that will operate
the probe.
NASA officials planned to
make a third attempt to launch the
New Horizons probe Thursd.iy
after electricity was restored to the
lab.
High winds at the launch pad
kept the spacecraft from lifting off
Tuesday, the first d.iy the launch
window opened.
Scientists h.we been working 17
years on the mission, and they
were unfazed by the back-to-back
postponements.
“Two or three days doesn’t
mean a hill of beans,” said Alan
Stern, principal investigator for
the mission.

.A storm in Laurel. Md.,
knocked
out
power
early
Wednesd.iy at the John Hopkins
University
Applied
Physics
Laboratory.
“The air conditioning w.is olT.
The flight controllers were sitting
there wiping sweat,” Stern said.“ If
they were dealing with any space
craft issues, which first d.iy out of
the box a lot of spacecraft have,
you can’t concentrate like that.”
The space agency has until
mid-February to send the space• craft on its w.iy, but a launch in
January would allow the spacecraft
to use Jupiter’s gravity to shave
five years off the 3-billion-miIe
trip, allowing it to arrive as early as
July 2015.
The spacecraft is about the size
and shape of a concert piano. It
will study Pluto as well as the
frozen, sunless reaches of the solar
system known as the Kuiper Belt.
Scientists believe that studying the
region’s icy, rocky objects can shed
light on how the planets formed.
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Chris Gunn is a journalism
senior and assistant sports editor.
You can e-mail him at
c^unn @calpoly. edu.
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1 Hate or fear
follower

35 It may follow a
cut

Bring under
control

S Accra’s land

36 Justice Fortas

Excite

10 Held up

37 Athrob

Maple genus

14 Actress Skye

40 Badge issuer,
for short

Caught some
rays

41 Kind of crime

Philosopher
Georges

16 GoW club

43 Court statement

17 Pen denizens

44 Phantom’s

M iss Liberty,

46 Ready to freak
out, maybe

19 Retín-A treats it

48 Stable parents
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49 Pencil-andpaper game
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31 Buffalo skater

45 Asian shrines

32 Walt Disney’s
middle name

47 Grounds
keeper's si8)piy

34 Those:
Gre

Fox, meanwhile, is establishing
himself as a premier playoff coach
and Jake Delhomme has become a
premier playoff QB. 5-1 overall. He
quarterbacked ( ’arolina to a win m
Philadelphia in the conference title
game two years ago, and he
excelled in the game he lost: the
32-29
shootout
with
New
England in the Super Bowl.
Yes, he went undrafted coming
out of college, but he’s totally out
played two inexperienced firstround picks: Eli Manning and Rex
Grossman.
“Once you do something, it
makes it a little easier to do it
again,” C'arolina defensive end
Julius Peppers said. “Experience
plays a part on it. I’m confident m
our ability to go on the road and
do well because we’ve done it
before.”
So forget about those ‘85
Patriots, mismatched in the big
game against one of the better
teams of the modern era. These
low seeds are legitimate.

T he o
Spo kes?
M in i b a r
- Big Game this Saturday for
the men’s basketball team as
they will face league opponent
UC Santa Barbara at home. The
Mustangs are 2-2 in league play.

51 Response to
‘Gracias'
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Want to

w

25 Bullet point
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haunt

22 Hostile incursion
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No. 1208

this by choice,” Ihttsburgh’s Hines
Ward said Wednesday. “That is how
it went. Last year, we were a No. 1
seed. This year, we had to win our
final four games just to get here. So
we’ve been on a playoff mentality
the last four weeks of the regular
season. It’s win or go home, so
we’ve gotten used to playing with
pressure.”
Denver coach Mike Shanahan
says of the Steelers’ road success:
“They’ve been that way for about
the last five years.There’s a good
reason why they went into Indy and
beat Indy and really had a chance to
dominate the game. A couple calls
here and there, and they dominate
that football game.”
Some people who have watched
the Steelers closely through
Cowher’s 14 seasons also think they
are playing better because less is
expected from them. All five of the
previous title games under Cowher
were at home, and they are 1-4 in
those, including a 41-27 loss to
New England last year.

eg

16 Jumped
between
electrodes
20 Jungle crusher

throwing early against a defense
stacked to stop the ground game.
They jumped to a 21-3 lead and
won a game that wouldn’t have
been close at the end if not for an
egregious ofTiciating error.
Beyond that, these are teams that
at the beginning of the season were
expected to be there — but seeded
higher.
Pittsburgh probably would have
won the AFC North had Ben
Roethlisberger not been banged-up
during a three-game losing streak
that put their playoff chances in
peril.The Panthers would have won
the NFC South if not for a fluky
running-into-the-kicker penalty
that cost them a game against
Dallas.
Also remember that both are bet
ter on the road than at home (8-2 to
5-3).
“We didn’t want to go through

Edited by Will Shortz

34 Inner. Prefix

15 Like some
beans

continued from page 16

but had to cancel it this quarter
due to the lack of blanks. Besides
teaching the class. Sleeper has
shaped boards on his own for four
years.
The class will be back next quar
ter, Sleeper said, because small
companies in the U.S. and overseas
suppliers are filling the need.
Although the problem is apparent
now, it may be somewhat hyped,
and could be corrected in a few,
months Sleeper said.
“There are blanks out there,
epoxy and polyester, people are
starting to make them fast,’’ Sleeper
said.
Blanks are coming, but surfboard
prices are up and they are going to
stay up “just because they can,”
Sleeper said of surf retailers.
“There is a more positive feel in
the market that boards are com
ing,” Cowan said. He also said that
manufacturers may be back to UK)
percent as soon as April, but it is
still up in the air.

Cro.ssword
ACROSS

Wild card

continued from page 16

been over long ago had tlie Colts
not taken it so far, but 1 can’t help
wondering what it would have
been like to see it happen.
For sports fans the unattain
able is always the goal, the pilot
light to our aspirations, like land
ing on the moon something
thought not attainable, but when
grasped would have been glori
ous for everyone (except the
team that yielded that final win).
Who is going to win the
Super Bowl? 1 don’t know, but
what 1 do know is that 1 will be
waiting until next year to see if
something magical will happen,
and hoping that 1 will get to see
It.
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- Women’s basketball goes on
the road to face league oppo
nent UC Santa Barbara. The
Mustangs are looking to
rebound after consecutive kisses
to Long Beach State and UC
Davis. The Mustangs are 3-1 in
league play.
- Cal Poly defensive-end
Chris Gocong has committed to
play in the 81st Annual
East/West Shrine Game. He is
the second Cal Poly player to go
to the game in consecutive
years.
- Mustang women’s track
standout
Danielle
AyersStamper recorded at meets best
time of 8.23 in the 55-m hur
dles event during the indoor
women’s “Run For a Dream”
event.

CLASSIFIED
HELP WANTED
Student Neighborhood Assistance
Program (SNAP) Worker:
Temporary, Part Time position:
Open Until Filled
$11.00-$12.30/H r. Work
Schedule: 8:3 0 p.m.- 2:3 0 a.m,
Thurs., Fr., & Sat. SNAP staff act
as first responders to general
noise complaints throughout the
City and resolves the incident.
Employment Standards: MUST BE:
enrolled at Cal Poly or Cuesta and
carrying a cla ss load of 9 units or
more: [cont..]

HELP WANTED
[...] have an overall GPA of 2.0 at
time of application;be at least 18
years old; free of misdemeanor or
felony convictions (Misdemeanor
citations may be excepted on a
case-by-case basis): able to com
municate in an enforcement set
ting, understand oral and written
instructions and p o ssess a valid
CA cla ss “C" driver’s license. Apply
at www.slocity.org
City of San Luis Obispo,
990 Palm Street, San Luis Obispo,
CA 93401 805-781-7250

HELP WANTED

HOMES FOR SALE

LOST AND FOUND

CASTING CALL
Upcoming Drama Series
No Experience Needed, Will Train
Professional, Fun
Earn $100-$500 Day
Call 805-294 0331 for info, appt

Oceano 2/2 Close to Beach
$ 389,000. Call Brenda American
Property Services
(805) 801-6694

Lost High School Ring: silver w/
blue stone. (805) 550-414

POSITION AVAILABLE
For established Car Wash Company
Flexible Hours and Excellent Wage.
Call Mike (805) 471-0487
Want to get the word out about
your club, fraternity, or sorority?
classHledsOmustangdally.net

Free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO.
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 or email
steve@slohomes.com
ClassHled Ads Website
Now ads will be on the
Mustang Daily and online!
WWW. mustangdally. net

Olympus digital camera found near
foothil. Contact: 5 28 7445
Reward for Lost Cannon Powershot
Digital Camera at Marti’s 1/7
Call Beth @ (775) 544 2672
Lost green tool bag w/ electrical
tools. Left in 52-E27 on 11/16
Matt (313) 595-0710
Missing anything?
Lost and Found ads are FREE

tM
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Sports editor: Frank Stnuizl • mtL<taii{>(LiilY.^xvt^(^tutil.am
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COM M ENTARY

Board prices on the rise
Joe Sargent
MUSIANC. DAIIY

As the big wave season continues
in full effect on the CTuitral (Tiast,
surfers out to buy themselves a new
stick may be a little shocked by the
prices on the racks, where surf
boards are going for $100 to $400
more.
In December, (Mark Foam, the
world s largest supplier of surtbtiard
blanks, abruptly stopped production
after 40 years of business. Since
then, surfboard prices have been
steadily increasing.
“Most nianufacturers have raised
their prices $10((... but depending
on the area, I have heard of a raise of
$400,” Tim Chowan, the general
manager of Wavelengths in Mtirro
Hay said.
Clark Foam, a $17.S to $200 mil

lion a year company, that produced
an estimated ‘>0 percent of the foam
blanks for the surf industry,
announced in December that they
would no longer be distributing
blanks.
Styrofoam blanks are the building
block of a surfboard. It is the basic
material that shapers carve away at
and then glass over to create the fin
ished product. Since C'lark Foam
supplied the majority of the worlds
blanks, but now many board mak
ers, especially smaller companies, are
left to find a new supply.
Gordon C]lark, the man behind
edark Foam, released a seven-page
fax to surfboard manufacturers on
Dec. .S, saying that production will
stop for an indeterminate amount
of time.
“The short version of my expla
nation is that the state of C'alifornia,

T

Sh eila So bc h ik

recti'

m u s ia n i ; oa iiy

The cost and lack of availability of blank surfboard decks has forced
the cancellation of the shaping class offered through the Craft Center
class this quarter.

and especially Orange C!ounty
where Cdark Foam is located have
made it very clear they no longer
want manufacturers like Clark
Ftiam in their area,” C]lark said in
the fax.
In the fax C'dark pointed at law
suits, tines, and even the threat of
jail time by the Environmental
Protection Agency, as the cause of
the closure but would not divulge
details.
“ I would like to give a lot more
details but keep in mind that I may
have both fines and criminal
charges pending at this time or in
Sh eila So b c h ik m u s t a n c ; d a iiy the future,” Clark said. “Therefore I
The last of the shaped blanks to be removed from the shaping room are have been advised by my attorney
now a hot commodity with the closure of Clark Foam.
to say as little as possible.”

Since the announcement that
Clark is done, prices of boards
already on the racks went up every
where anticipating a lack of supply,
but the cost increase varied greatly.
Where the shop is and if the shop is
a manufacturer and a retailer or just
a retailer affected the price change,
C'owan said.
Higher prices are not the only
way the lack of blanks is affecting
C'al Poly, due to the dwindling sup
ply, the Cal Poly surfboard shaping
class had to be cancelled.
Tim Sleeper, an industrial engi
neering sophomore, used to teach
the class through the craft center,
see Clark, page 15

W ild card Super Bow l in the m ix
Dave Goldberg
ASMH lAIEI) I'kFSS

Only the
New England
Patriots have won three games on
the mad to get to the Super Howl.
Don’t put Pittsburgh and
C.arolina — both trying to accom
plish the same feat — in a class with
that bunch, which lost 46-10 to
Cdiicago and became a footnote to
history They are legitimate con
tenders who ended up at the bot
tom of the seedings because of
injuries and fluky plays, not because
they lack ability.
Kemember that the Steelers, the
No. 6 seed in the AF(,, are in their
sixth conference title game m 12
years. Fhe Panthers, No. .S in the
NFC',, were in the Super Howl two

years ago and finished 11-.S this
season, as good a record as anyone
in the NFC but the Seahawks.
In fact, a Super Howl between
two wild-card teams wouldn’t be a
huge surprise — it would hardly be
a shock if the Steelers win Sunday
in Denver and the Panthers win in
Seattle.
A lot of it has to do with the
coaches.
John Fox of the Panthers was the
Ctiants’ defensive coordinator when
they got to the Super Howl in 2001
and is .S-1 in the postseason with
C'arolina. His offensive coordinator
is Dan Henning, a head coach with
Atlanta (1‘>H.^-H6) and San I )iegt>
(P>H0-01), but also a former assis
tant under joe (iibbs with Super
Howl winners in Washington.

his week I think I need to
take a break from the out
doors and head inside to
discuss what I consider to be one of
the most disappointing things 1 have
ever seen in the world of sports. I
mean sure I have seen my share of
missed calls by the NFL’s “top” refer
ees and botched plays by players
considered to be the best at their
position, but I don’t think I have
ever seen a team take a turn for the
worst like the Indianapolis Cadts.
Don’t get me wrong, I am not a
C'olts fan by any stretch of the imag
ination. Hut when you see a team
with so much talent win their first
13 games and then lose three of
their last four and subsequently, be
ousted from the pkiyoffs you cant
help but feel extreme disappoint
ment.
When teams or players begin to
pert'orm at a level that could put
them at a point never surpassed or
really seen, they begin to foster the
hope of all sports fans. I mean sure
you are going to have those people
out there who do not want to see
the rectirds of those great players or
teams broken, but there is a little
piece in each of us that holds onto
that little hope that they might see it
happen in their lifetime.
I remember growing up thinking
that no one would everi>reak the 62
home run mark, yet Mark McGuire,
Sammy Sosa and Harry Honds
accomplished the feat only a few
years later and I remember all of
those performances. To tell my childri-n someday, that I remember
where I was when McGuire hit
63...Ya those are the memories that
make true sports fans.
Fans that have a passion for the
game or at least an understanding of
the game at its mots, its difficulty
and a respect ftir those individuals
that tempted to be great and
eclipsed the edge of infamy in a
burst of sparkling lights and media
sensationalism.
I admit it I was holding onto the
idea of the Cailts meeting the 1972
I )olphins in the record books, and
yes it was disappointing. I could not
believe it when they lost to the
C'hargers and further I could not
believe that they etuled their season
in a 1b-21 loss to the Steelers.
I guess it is OK that they lost; it
was really only the streak that I
camd about, but for me when the
(xilts lost that game the NFL season
was over, i am a 49er fan born and
bmad aiul my season woukl have
.see Gunn, page 15

What they’ve done in two games
might even be called astounding:
shutting out a top offense and mov
ing at ease through a top defense.
Even New York’s Tiki Harber,
who normally is careful with his
comments, noted (correctly) how
badly C'arolina outcoached the
Ciiants in the Meadowlands, blank
ing an otl'ense that had scored 421
points m the regular season, third
most in the league.
Then the Panthers went to
Cdiicago, scored 2‘.f points and put
up 4-^4 yards on what all season had
been the NFL’s best defense. That
was against CT>ach of the Year l.ovie
Smith, as Henning and Jake
Delhomme exploited defensive
weaknesses that no one else seemed
able to find.

Pittsburgh?
CTnvher takes a lot of heat for
four title-game losses at home. Hut
maybe his critics should note that it
takes a good coach to get that far
six times in 12 seasons.
The defensive schemes cooked
up by CT)wher and cotirdinator
I )ick Lelleau, another former head
coach, had Peyton Manning rattled
and out of sync tor three quarters
of last week’s game. He couldn’t
decipher the blitzes and was throw
ing off his back foot much of the
time — just like his brother Eli did
with the Giants against Gamima.
Also give the Steelers credit for
otTensive innovation. A team com
mitted to the run more than any
team in the league, they came out
see Wild card, page 15

